
Editorial 

It is <!l.ifficult to present Indian litera ture as a unitary and 
unified ca tegory as India is a microcosm ?f many 
languages and literary cultures that have resis ted the 
cen tralizing im peratives of a nation-state. Our creativity 
has been dialogic, and our literary discourse marked by 
the negotia tion of a necessary heterogeneity, advancing 
a conception of identity that lives through difference and 
hybridity. The spirit of multilingual and multi-religious 
India embodies the civilizational unity of India, not, of 
course, in the sense in which it was pos ited by the 
orientalist scholarship and which subsequently became 
synonymous w ith a regr~ssive cul_tural n~tionalism. T_he 
Salutya Akademi of India underlines this concern w tth 
the essen tial unity of India w ith its credo tha t Indian 
literature is one though written in many lang uages. At 
the same time it rejects th.e claim that a nation-state should 
act as the authority to legitimise ' li terature' or legisla te 
on it. 

During the colonial period the British had sought to 
s tandardize India's diverse literary culture under the 
Western eyes. The orienta list li terary historiography 
made selective appropriations of our past to frame them 
in their own conceptions of national literature equating 
Indian litera ture wit!~ the hi~h textuality of Sanskrit 
marginalising the va n ous Ind1an vernacula rs (or more 
appropria tely, the bltnshas ) many of w hich h ave 
millennia-long tradi tions. When Raymond Schwab spoke 
about a second 'Oriental ' Renaissance in the West, it was 
also done w ith a view to privilege the classical languages 
of the Orient. 

The colonial period was also marked by the claims of 
western m odernity to represent itself through English 
(part of _the bag_gage _of the mission civilatrice ). Many of 
th e Indian na tlona !Js t leaders w h o led the freedom 
111 ovement were b ilingual and communica ted to the 
111asse_s in their own languages. In the north, in particular, 
Hindi a n d Urd u beca me vehicl es of an ti -co lonia l 
resistance. O ne cannot, however, completely d ismiss the 
western influences. We can, for instance, clea rl y find the 

effects of western trends in the h istorical romances in 
Malayalam, Tamil and Marathi. Chandu Menon, author 
of an early Malayalam novel Indulekha, had as hls m ?del 
Benjamin Disrraeli's now forgotten novel Hennetta 
Temple. However, it will not be quite wide of the mark to 
maintain tha t it is in their own languages that the Indian 
writers found their metier. One may recall how Michael 
Madhusudan Dutt, after publislling hls verse initially in 
English and emulating Scott or Byron, w rote hls magnum 
opus the Meghanndbadh Knvyn in Bangia. B~imc~and~a 
Chatterjee, after writing his first novel Rajmohan s Wife 
in English, soon swi tched to hls moth er tongue for ~s 
creative writing. Even the English w ritings of Ind1an 
writers like Raja Rao carry the unmis takable flav~ur of a 
regional language. Mark how Knnthapurn carnes the 
d istinctive cadence of Kannada. 

English, the language of the 'Cosmopolis', (a term 
popularised by Sheldon Pollock) is everywhere (and 
therefore homeless) and has emerged as the privileged 
site for a pan-Indian outlook problematizing the role of 
the bhnshas. Salman Rushdie sounds like a la tter- day 
Macaulay when he insists that it is only the Indian Writing 
in English that represents the Indian creative urge and 
not the literatures in Indian languages. The sweeping 
generaliza tion betrays an ignorance of the vast corpus of 
our literature in the bhnshas. 

The conceptual tools of the majority of our An glophlle 
critics are hardly adequate to grasp the cultural n uances 
of works in various Indian languages. Unfortunately, the 
pan-Indian w ri ting in English asserts its hegem onic role 
as it assumes the mantle of cosmopolitan exchange. Since 
English in India relates to fewer registers, there is a greater 
pull for homogenization and essentializing of rea lity 
th rough erasure of differences, or reducing the p luralities 
to a con.flated idea of lndianness as a theme or world view. 
Whereas a writer like Raja Rao can successfu ll y integrate 
myth and his tory, rea lism wi th fab ula tion, th rough the 
medium of English , in most other writers, the re is a lways 
an obsessive desire for, what Meenakshi Mukh e rj ee has 
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called, 'The Anxiety of Indianness.' The bhasha writers, 
on the other hand, do not have to wear the badge of 
authenticity to declare their Indianness, which they take 
for granted, nor do their readers ever question it. The 
postcolonial discourse may have been expedient 
politically or as a critical methodology but it has also been 
presented as an exclusionary category in relation to the 
'third world literature' as it tends to subsume the several 
distinctive voices emerging from various locations. 

In this issue of Summerhill: liAS Review we shift our 
focus to the writings from Indian languages, in particular, 
the fictional works in Hindi, Urdu, Oriya, Kannada, 
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Bangla, Malayalam, Punjabi, Assamese, Gujarati and 
Marathi. We believe that our postcolonial condition finds 
its most authentic expression in the works of Indian 
languages, which through a complex of cultural 
negotiation have evolved their 'alternative modernities,' 
which question or redeploy the values of the modem 
West from the perspectives of so-called pre-modern 
societies. Literary and cultural texts play a major role in 
this revisionary exercise. It is hoped that the readers will 
be led to more texts from the rich repertoire of Indian 
languages. 
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